The Archbishops of Canterbury and York have established Commissions which have as their remit consideration of aspects of life in England today and the role that the Church of England has to play.

Each Commission is tasked with reporting back with deliverable recommendations for action. Information on each of the Commissions and their work can be found by clicking on the links below.

Illustrations of different types of families and households in everyday life.

Families and Households

Exploring what support families and households need to flourish in today’s society

Visit the website

A logo with green text reading “Reimagining Care” with yellow, green, purple and blue shapes above it.

Reimagining Care

Racial Justice

Setting out a compelling agenda for change, in careful gospel-driven discernment, balancing the needs of individuals, communities, and society, maximising opportunities, and ensuring fairness for all

Visit the website

Coming Home
Housing, Church and Community

Tackling the housing crisis together

Visit the website
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